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YOUTH ASPIRATIONSBecause the future is too far away... 

What should be different for the next generation?

What should stay the same?

In 10-years time I want to...

SERVE OTHERS
"...be striving for a world of social justice where the equality of gender and race are met. I want to
be the person who reaches out to those who are unable to help themselves.  To be a voice and not
a noise. I want to travel, but travel with purpose..."

BE A PROFESSIONAL
"...work in engineering...be a pilot...own my own farm...be a doctor...be a nurse...be a
mechanical engineer..."

DO THE UNIMAGINABLE
"...have done the unimaginable, and go beyond expectations. Also, to accept, share, love each
other, and every different culture..."

THEY SHOULD BE MORE ACCEPTING OF DIVERSITY
"...they should be more accepting of change into a new world (like a Samoan who identifies as
gay)...and openness about talking about suicide and depression..." 

THEY SHOULD BREAK STEREOTYPES
"...they should break the stereotypes that Pacific Islanders should automatically be B class..."

MAKING OUR FAMILIES PROUD
Young people expressed the desire to "...carry on and make our families proud, especially
the ones who migrated to get us here today..."

THE FA'ASAMOA WAY
Several young people expressed the need to retain Pacific cultural customs, traditions and
practices. 

OUR CULTURE AND LANGUAGES
"...I want to keep our language and traditions the same, and for the next generation to know
where they came from, and how important it is...no matter what Pacific Island they are from..."

OUR PACIFIC VALUES
"...maintaining our Pacific values such as respect for elders..."

"...we should educate the next generation about respecting our elders..."

THEY SHOULD BE PROUD OF WHO THEY ARE
"...being more aware and proud of who we are..."

"...I want the next generation to carry their cultural values and traditions. To not lose their
sense of belonging or heritage, but still be able to thrive in society. To keep our culture alive
and thriving..."

BE FINANCIALLY STABLE
"...be financially stable and to have graduated from university in software engineering..."

"...be financially stable and to have set myself up to be able to not only provide for myself, but to
also financially support my family..."

THEY SHOULD EXCEL IN MORE THAN JUST SPORTS
"...I want to see Pasifika excel in not only sports but in school and through their studies..."
"...I want to see more Islanders in tertiary education..."

THEY SHOULD HAVE MORE SAY IN THEIR COMMUNITY
"...I hope to see a change in society where more Pacific Islanders get involved in the
community. I'd also love our young people having more say in society, and given more
opportunities..."

SERVE MY COUNTRY
"...have graduated from university with a degree in psychology because since I was young I wanted
to be a Police woman. I will have had the opportunity to represent all my cultures [Tongan, Samoan,
English and NZ/Aus] in Karate to prove that Polynesian girls are just as capable as everyone else..."

"...be working for Government or be in Parliament..."

"...be in the Police or Army serving my country..."

"...be a qualified youth worker, having graduated..."

"...have a career in the Police helping families in rural communities all over Aotearoa. I also hope
to see the change and impact I have had on the lives of young ones, including whanau, especially in
Wainuiomata..."

BE TAKING CARE OF MY MUM AND DAD
"...and taking care of my mum and dad, repaying every cent they spent on me..."

"...be giving back to our families and our churches who have given so much to us..."

....You will have full control of your life, and the choices you make. You
hold a strong connection to your faith, family, and culture. You've travelled

the world, and continue to give back to your family and community......

....The future narrative for Pacific people in Aotearoa needs to be a lot different to
our parents who have come here. This is home now! Yes, it's different. Yes, it should

be aspirational, but it needs to be actioned focussed....

THEY SHOULD EMBRACE THEIR CULTURE A LOT MORE
"...I hope the next generation gets more opportunities to learn more about the Pacific culture.
Hopefully we can find new ways to express our cultures, and others as well..."

"...however, just because we have cultural traditions, doesn't mean we can't criticise them, or
have discussions about them...culture isn't static. It's always changing..."


